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ABSTRACT

A great deal o-f research in -food aversion conditioning has
been concerned with nongustatory -food cues and the conditions

under which they can become associated with gastrointestinal

consequences• It is well known that animals rapidy associate
gustatory food cues with illness but have difficulty
associating non-gdstatory stimuli with illness when the CS
and US are paired directly. Recent research has shown that
such aversions can be formed if the non~gustatory stimulus is

presented in a compound with a novel taste and followed by
lithium chloride induced illness. Additionally* in our

laboratory it has been demonstrated that aversions to
auditory stimuli can be taste potentiated if the auditory
stimulus is spatially and temporally contiguous with the

food* and that these conditioned aversions adhere to
traditional laws of learning. They are attenuated by

nonreinforced preexposure to the auditory cue* spontaneously
recover after having been extinguished by repeated
nonreinforced trials* and are enhanced by increasing the

salience of the potentiating taste. The present research

sought to determine whether an auditory cue* once conditioned
to be a food cue* would still serve to guide appetitive

behaviors if spatially displaced from the food in testing.
Four groups of rats were made ill with intragastric infusions
of lithium chloride after eating "salty noisy food" in a
modified Skinner box which contained two feeding receptacles

111
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wired such that a tone was presented up through the food
whenever a rate ate from that receptacle. Two groups were

conditioned with the tone spatially contiguous with the food.

One of these groups was tested with a contiguous tone <C-C

group), and the other group was tested with the tone
displaced (C-D group). Two groups were conditioned with a
displaced tone Cthe speaker was on the back wall of the
experimental box) and were tested with either contiguous

noisy food <D-C group), or displaced noisy food (D-D group).
It was found that the C-C group significantly avoided

contiguous noisy food in posttesting, as did the C—D group,

although slightly attenuated relative to the C-C group, the
group conditioned with displaced noise and tested with
contiguous noise did not avoid the noisy food in posttesting.
It was unexpectedly found that the group both conditioned and
tested with the tone displaced, in the same place, also
formed a robust aversion to noise activating food. These

results are discussed with an emphasis on the salience of the

salty potentiating taste, and it is suggested that there may
be more than one type of learning represented in this data.
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ATTENTION

"Millions o-f items of the outward order are present to
my
senses
which never properly enter into my
experience. Why? Because they have no interest for me.

My

experience is what I aoree to attend to. Only those

itemswhich I notice shape mv mind - without selective

interest,

experience is an utter chaos. Interest alone

gives accent and emphasis, light and shade, background
and foreground - intelligible perspective, in a word.
It

varies

ia

every

consciousness
chaotic

of

creature,

every

indiscriminateness,

conceive. Such
for
example,
passive

but

creature

without

would

be

it

the

a

gray

impossible for us even to

an empiricist writer as Mr. Spencer,
regards the creature as absolutely

clay,

upon which 'experience' rains down. The

clay will be impressed most deeply where the drops
fall thickest, and so the final shape of the mind is
moulded. Give time enough, and all sentient things
ought, at this rate, to end by assuming an identical
mental
constitution - for 'experience', the sole
shaper,

is a constant fact, and the order of its items

must end by being exactly reflected by the passive
mirror which we call the sentient organism. If such an
account
were
true,
a race of dogs bred for
generations, say in the k^atican, with characters of
visual shape, sculptured in marble, presented to their

eyes». in

every variety of form and combination, ought

if

were

to discriminate before long the finest shades ot these
peculiar characters. In a word, they ought to become,
time

given,

accomplished

connoisseurs

of

sculpture. Anyone may judge of the probability of this
consummation. Surely an eternity of experience of the
statues

first,
his

would leave the dog as inartistic as he was at

for

the

lack

discriminations

of an original interest to knit
on to. Meanwhile the odors at the

bases of the pedestals would have organized themselves
in the consciousness of this breed of dogs into a
system

of

'correspondences'

to

which

the

most

hereditary caste of custodi would never approximate,
mearly because to them, as human beings, the dogs
interest

in

those

smells

would

for

ever

be

an

inscrutable mystery."

[From

1890,

William James The Princioles of Psvcholoov Mol. 1

402—403 New

emphasis his]

York;

Henry

Holt

and

Company,

Oroanization of the Introduction

The scope o-f what is currently Known as taste aversion
research has in the past decade come to encompass many

diverse fields of inquiry. In addition to the original

questions dealing with associative flexibility that this
procedure addressed, the taste aversion paradigm has been
adopted as a robust and reliable experimental methodology
with which to ipoK at an increasing variety of issues

relating to conditioned behavior. The present paper is
concerned with taste aversion as a means of examining laws of

associative learning. The methodologies developed in the
course of the present experiments have given us the

opportunity to examine these processes in complex detail, and
to document parameters of learning previously unknown.

Building on a rich experimental history, the research
reviewed in this paper represents an effort by learning

psychologists, often with diverse philosophical orientations,
to delineate a universal set of laws of learning that can
accomodate both the consistencies and the differences in

learning within and across species. While admittedly an
enormous task (and some in the field hold that it ought not

be attempted at all) it is an exciting time for behavioral
scientists interested in the mechanisms of learning.

Because the focus of this paper will be on associative

processes as they relate to feeding behavior, a highly
specialized area of research, the introduction will begin
with an overview of the origin of the taste aversion

paradigm, followed by a detailed description of what is known

as synergistic compound potentiation (SCP). SCP is a

phenomenon that contradicts traditional theories of Pavlovian
conditioning, and is a source of a great deal of research
within the behavioral sciences concerned with the mechanisms

responsible for classical associative learning. This section
will also review the compromises and shifts in established
models of conditioning that were made necessary, first by

Garcia, Kimeldo^f and Koelling's (1955) original taste
aversion study and its countless replications, and then by

the SCP phemomenon, with an eye towards the methodological
issues that have contributed to the discrepencies in the

potentiation literature. The third section presents a
statement of the problems that were examined in the present

experiment and the hypothesized results.

Orioins and current issues

A conditioned food aversion is produced when adverse

intestinal consequences follow the consumption of a food or

liquid. An aversion to a novel ingestable can be conditioned

in a single trial and with delays between ingestion and
internal malaise of up to 24 hours <Etscorn fit Stephens, 1973>.
Interest in CPAs originally focused on the apparent selective
bias of associations between taste and illness to the

exclusion of other predictive cues. The prevalent theory of

learning in the 1960's maintained Pavlov's original
assumption that any response could be associated with any
stimulus in any species, provided the animal had the

physiological capacities to perceive the stimulus and to

produce the response (Pavlov, 1927). This assumption has been
labeled the principle of equivalent associabi1ity (Logue,
1979). This general process theory also preserved Thorndike's
continuity theory, stating that learning is a gradual
process, requiring many trials (and errors)(Best, Best, it
Henggeler, 1977; Seligman, 1978; Seligntan

Hager, 1972).

Additionally, temporal contiguity was considered to be a
necessary requirement for associations to take place. In
short, contemporary learning theory in the 1968'$ held that
learning consists of gradually attaching a response to an
immediately occurring stimulus, or of strengthening an
already existing stimulus-response connection.

In 1966 Garcia and Koelling presented data that violated
many of these assumptions. They demonstrated that adult rats

readily learn an association between taste and illness, but
not between taste and shock. Conversely, they easily
associated auditory or visual cues with shock but not with
illness (also see Domjan

Mil son, 1972). The associations

between taste and illness were learned in one trial, and with
long delays between the response (eating tainted food) and
the reinforcement (illness). Garcia suggested that certain

"cues in specific sensory modalities are selectively
associated with certain consequences (cue to consequence

learning), and brought to attention the effect of inherent,

biological constraints and predispositions on the ability of
animals to learn certain associations. A flood of research on

CPAs as an adaptive

phenomenon and as an exception to

traditional concepts of classical conditioning followed, and

by 1977 over 680 papers had been published in the newly
established field o-f taste aversion research (Riley &£ Clarke,
1977).

In 1976 scientists gathered at Baylor University for a

symposium on learning mechanisms in food selection <Barker,

Best & Domjan, 1977).Without exception every paper presented
was concerned with associative processes, either within the
tradi ti onal

asspciationistic framework or in the form of

newer ccxnparative-ethological models. Recent developments,
however, have seen interests shift from research on CPA as a

phemonemon to CPA as a methodology with which to investigate
other phenomena. This shift seems to have resulted from

several unique aspects of the CPA paradigm, including 1)
taste aversions are easily conditoned, often in a single
trial, 2) temporal parameters are much more liberal in CPA
studies, eliminating concern over a few seconds delay between
the corditioned stimulus <CS>

and the unconditonioned

stimulus <UCS>, and 3) CPAs are highly resistant to

extinction. Additional1y, since CPAs specifical1y deal with
feedinci behavior, CPA methodologies have been adopted in
areas of research having to do with food selection in humans
and other animals (Braverman, 1985).

The result pf these factors can be seen in the
proceedings of the recent National Academy of Sciences

meetingi in New York <Brav«nan tx Bernstein, 1985). This
conference was an attempt to update and "cross fertilize"

amongst scientists in otherwise diverse fields, who are tied
together by a historical or functional interest in CPA

methodology. The papers presented there represent current
trends in CFA research and were divided into the following

topic areas areas: the physiological substrates of CFAs,
pharmacological and toxicological assesments using CFA

methodology, CFAs and immunopharmacology, and applications of
CFA in treatments of human disorders <see Appendix for a

brief review of papers presented at this meeting not covered
in the main text). The bibliography prepared by Riley and
Tuck <1985a) for this conference contained 1,373 references,

more than twice the number Riley compiled with Clarke in 1977.

Comparative psychologists (see Bitterman, 1965, 1975;

Lester, 1973} Maier

Schneirla 1964) and ethologists (see

Lorenz, 1966} Tinbergen, 1951) have for some time objected to
the Pavlovian and Thorndikean models of classical and

instrumental learning, and the assumption that all learned
behavior can be explained in terms of shaping, response

strengthening, and the chaining of responses. Their concerns,
along with their data, have been largely ignored by
behavioral scientists. These researchers have long been
familiar with instinctive behaviors which require little

direct experience to be learned. Seligman (1970) suggested a
modification of the general processes theory and its central
notion of equivalent associabi 1 ity, and proposed a continuum
of preparedness which held that organisms are "prepared" to
associate certain events, "unprepared" for some, and

"contraprepared" for others. This continuum was thought to be
a product of the organism's evolutionary history,
neurological wiring, and their consequent adaptive

specializations <a1so see Belles, 1970). The comparative
psychologist looKs at the learning o-f new behavior within the

framework of evolution, adaptation and function, placing a
great emphasis on the interaction of experience and phylogeny.

In the present context it is not difficult to imagine the
functional significance of a mechanism that allows an animal
to rapidly learn to avoid noxious or toxic substances. The

discovery that^response acquisition and strength may differ
between situations and species brought to attention the
importance of biological factors. Exceptions to traditional

learning models began to appear with the examination of

phenomena like instinctive drift (Breland tc Breland, 1961),
autoshaping <Brown & Jenkins, 1968), and species-specific
defense reactions <Bolles 1970}. In these examples, the

animal's behavior toward the CS (which was thought only to
signal the US) resembled the

animal's natural behavior

toward the US. For example, in the Breland and Breland work,
pigs gradually came to 'eat' the token they were conditioned
to put into a piggy bank in order to receive food

reinforcement, even though this resulted in the elimination

of reinforcement. It became necessary to invoke (post hoc)
functional explanations for these anomolies, since each was
an exception to accepted rules of acquisition and maintenance

of learned behaviors in a way that was consistant with the
natural skills of the animal within its ecological niche.
Research in these areas represent the emergence of the field
of behavioral ecology, a field stimulated by theories of
evolution, which are more concerned with questions of

function

rather

than mechanism.

It is interesting to note that the origin of interest in
taste aversions as a scientific inquiry, rather than as a

pest eradication problem, began with the potentiation
phenomenon. Students of evolution, notably Darwin (1896),
Nail ace < 18<S6> , and Poulton (1887) were struck with the
apparant paradox of the brilliant coloring of many insects,
who, often during «their most vulnerable larval development,
advertize their presence to all passing predators. It had

been suggested that the obvious coloring of such insects had
utility in sexual selection. However, Nail ace was apparently
not satisfied and proposed an alternate explanation to the

Entomological Society of London. He hypothesized that
conspicuously-colored caterpillars were protected by a
nauseating flavor, but that such an aversive flavor would not
protect an individual insect (although it would provide some

protection for the species as a whole) unless some distal cue
signaled the predator that the insect was 'a disgusting
morsel" (Nail ace (186<S> cited in Garcia, 1976), and that when

driven by extreme hunger, birds will override the visual
aversion and resort to tasting the insects before consuming
them, thereby discriminating toxic insects from similiarly
colored non-toxic mimics. In 1887 Poulton presented a summary

of the research that had been conducted by the London
Zoological Society in response to Nallace's hypothesis (also

see C. Lloyd Morgan's 1891 book Habit and Instinct).

Poulton

(1887) proposed that aversions are learned (not innate), that
illness was the consequence about which they learned, and
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that some; array o-f food stimuli were the cri tical cues (or

CSs). In addi tion, he proposed that food preferences cou1d be
1 earned ae wel1, if posi tively nutri tive consequences were

substituted for illness (see Green, Holmstromj

WolIroan,

i974>,

These findings and controversies were largely ignored by
American behavioral psychologists who were preoccupied with
developing global laws of learning that would he predictive
for al1 species across all motivational states, and had
little interest in exceptions or evolution. In 1953 however,

Rzoska (1953) published a paper in a British journal in which
he described many of the phenomena that have become major
issues in^ CFA Iiterature todays Rzoska documented (one trial,

long delay) aversions to foods based on odors, and speculated
on the 1ength, duration, and nature of the memory of the

poisoned bait. He hypothesized that rejection Of food was
based on a combination of food properties including texture,

odor, and taste. In addition, Rozoska documented a tremendous
amount of; individual variability (still a plague in CFA

studies, eee El kins, 1986)} and of special interest to the
present context, that bitter tastes (e.g., red squill)

produced very strong and long—lasting aversions while sweet
tastes (e.g., honey) produced weaker aversions of shorter

duration.I This paper was largely ignored in America, perhaps
because it was not presented in the style which the

psychologists of the time were fami1iar, and in part because

it was considered to be of interest mainly to British
etholpgisits. Most behavioral scientists in the 1950's had

little interest in the results o-f naturalistic observation.

It is interesting to note that the contribution of animal
behavior to medicine was recognized for the first time in

1973 by the award of Nobel Prizes to Konrad Lorenz, Niko
Tinbergen and Karl von Frischi all ethologists.

It was the optimistic contention of Pavlov and those
that followed in his tradition that once the laws governing

salivary conditiohing <or any reflex-response) were
discovered, they would apply to all conditioned responses.

This supposition led many researchers to believe that the
actual response under investigation was of no importance. In

Seli^nan's classic 1978 paper he warned that: "inherent in
the emphasis on arbitrary events, however is a danger: That
the laws so found will not be general but peculiar to

arbitrary events" <p. 514). Pavlov did not suppose, however,
that this conditioned response would hold across situations.

For example, a dog conditioned to salivate to a tone in the

laboratory would not be expected to show such a response if
presented with a tone on a busy street since other responses

<e.g., startle or orienting reflexes) would interfere with
the conditioned response (Bolles, 1979 p. 24). However, it is

implied that if all the stimulus contingencies in the street
could be controlled, the dog's behaviors could be predicted
<or manipulated) because all conditioned responses must
follow the same laws. It was thought that it was simply a

matter of stimulus-response <S-R) connections, with only the

details remaining to be worked out. We know this supposition
to be false today <see Bolles, 1970; 1979; Garcia it Koelling,
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1966; Seligman, 1970), but the effect of this assumption on
the study of behavioral science was apparent in the reaction
of reviewers to the research Garcia and Koelling reported in
1966. Even though this experiment was done in a (then

compulsory) laboratory setting with appropriate controls, the

authors had a great deal of difficulty in getting the paper
published (Garcia, 1981). This is the same study that today,
in textbooks andvJournal articles, is referred to as the
paper that "rocked the foundations of research on learning"
(Logue, 1986 p. 87).
As was discussed briefly above, Garcia discovered taste
aversions serendipitously while examining the effect of
irradiation on the behavior of rats. He noticed that they ate
less after radiation treatments, and that the aversion was

specific to the food eaten immediately before irradiation
(Garcia, Kimeldorf

Hunt, 1956; 1961; Garcia, et al., 1955),

and later to the food eaten before injections of lithium

chloride (LiCD (Garcia ic Koelling, 1966). Both of these
manipulations cause gastrointestinal illness, which was
intrepreted to be the unconditional stimulus (US) while the

taste of the food was thought to act as the conditioned
stimulus (CS). In the landmark 1966 experiment, Garcia and

Koelling presented four groups of rats with water that was

flavored (either salty or sweet), which was accompanied by
both an auditory cue (a clicking sound) and a visual cue (a
5-watt incandescent lamp) when the rat licked the water spout.

Consumption of this "bright-noisy-water" was followed by
irradiation or LiCl treatment for two groups, and by shock
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•for two groups. Hal-f o-f the rats who were rein-forced with
illness -for drinking bright-noisy-water were tested -for their
suppression of drinking flavored water and half were tested
for suppression of drinking water accompanied by the
audiovisual

stimuli. For

the rats reinforced with shock for

drinking bright-noisy-water, half were tested with flavored
water and half were tested with noisy-bright water. It was

found that the r^^ats who had experienced shock reinforcement
for consuming the water compound suppressed their drinking of
water that activated the audio-visual stimuli, but not of
flavored water, while the rats reinforced with illness

suppressed drinking of flavored water but not of bright-noisy
water. Garcia and Koelling hypothesized that "stimuli are

selected as cues dependent on the nature of the subsequent

reinforcer" (Garcia

Koelling, 1966). In other words, it was

easier for rats to associate illness with a taste than to

associate illness with a click or a light; conversely, it was
easier for rats to associate an audio-visual
than with

cue with shock

a flavor cue.

This research was subsequently replicated by Domjan and

Hi 1 son <1972> who added a control for differences in the way
the stimuli are perceived. The gustatory cues were presented
in the absence of approach or ingestive behaviors (the taste

CS was presented by flushing the oral cavity with a saccharin
solution). In fact, it has been demonstrated that an aversion

to saccharin could be conditioned in the absence of any
direct oral stimulation, by injecting saccharin into the tail
vein of a rat and following the injection with illness
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(Bradley & Mistretta, 1971). Garcia furthier suggested that

these selective associations represented different types of
learning. When shock was the US and an audio—visual cue was

the CS the audio-visual cue acquired signal value, that is,
the CS came to predict the onset of shock in that chambor,
and drinking was suppressed. However, when tested in a

different environment the audio-visual cue did not suppress
consumption. Whej^^ taste is the CS and illness is the US, he

hypothesized that the hedonic value of the CS Is altered, the
rat now dislikes the flavor, causing it to reject the flavor

CS in any environment (Garcia, Nankins & Rusiniak, 1976;
Rozin & Zellner, 1985).

In the subsequent flood of research it was found that
CFAs had considerable generality; Capretta observed visual

aversions in the tassel par9d squirrel (Braveman, 1985), and
documented CPAs to visual cues in chickens (Capretta, 1961).

Codfish were shown to develop CPAs (Mackey, 1974), as were

coyotes (Ell ins, Thompson & Hanson, 1983), wolves (Gustavson
& Kelly, 1976), and hawks (Brett, Nankins V Garcia, 1976).
However, as the data accumulated it became clear that there ^

were limitati0ns to the idea that there ar-e biological

predispositions which restrict, or enhance, the acquisition
of responses to particular types of cues. One such limitation

is that some flayors are more easily associated with illness

than others, this was interpreted by Kalat and Rozin (1973;
Kalat, 1974; 1977; also see Kamin, 1969) not to be a result
of the flavors innate salience, but to be a function of the 

animal's familiarity with that flavor, this learned safety
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effect proposed that if an animal has eaten a particular food
<or one similar) on one or more occasions, it learns that the
food is safe, and will not attribute the subsequent illness
to that flavor. In virtually all CFA research it has been
found that a novel taste is necessary to produce a flavor
aversion (Bolles, 1979), or to potentiate one to an

exteroceptive stimulus (Ell ins tc von Kluge, 198<S; Lett, 1988;
Morrison

Collyeq, 1974;). Other researchers <8rower, 1969;

Garcia ic Hankins, 1975) attributed the differential

associabi1ity of flavors to innate preferences for certain

flavors. It was reasoned that through natural selection, and
learning, sweet flavors come to be preferred because in

nature they tend to carry a quick caloric load, while bitter
flavors are generally associated with unpalatable, or
poisonous substances. Some research found that preferred
flavors produced stronger CPAs (Green ic Churchill, 1978) but
the comparisons were between grape (unpreferred) and milk
(preferred). However, when a sweet flavor (saccharin) was
compared to a sour flavor (dilute hydrochloric acid) it was

found that the aversive taste of the hydrochloric acid
potentiated the flavor aversion (Etscorn, 1973; Graverman,
1975). Contemporary researchers are faced with the difficult
task of comparing results across studies which use diverse

flavors (and concentrations) and equating foods whose
relative nutritional and hedonic values are unknown.

Another limitation was reported by Spear, Kucharski and
Hoffman (1985) who found differential conditioning in
preweanling and adult rats. Adult rats formed CPAs easily.
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regardless o-f the locus of conditioning, but preweanlings had

difficulty in forming CPAs if conditioned in the home nest,
but not if conditioned in a novel location. Spear et al.
concluded that their results "could be taken as confirmation

that conditoned taste aversion has its own set of governing
rules" <p. 52>. Not alt researchers agree (Domjan, 1983}
Logue, 1979>, as we shall see.

Inherent in ~^t>)e "biological constraints" position is
that evolution has shaped the learning apparatus of
particular species according to the challenges of their
ecological niche. If this is the case, then the associabi1ity
of cues with illness should be different for different

species. Wilcoxon, Dragoin, and Krai (1971) provide data in
support of this hypothesis. They presented quail (who are

visual feeders) and rats (who primarily use taste stimuli in
feeding) with blue, salty water and then made them ill. The
quail suppressed drinking colored water in posttesting, but
showed no avoidance of the flavored water. Conversely, the
rats suppressed drinking only the flavored water. Additional

support came from studies with guinea pigs by Braveman (1975;
1977). Guinea pigs have a visual system comparable to rats,
but they are diurnal creatures and presumably use visual cues
to guide their foraging behavior. Rats are nocturnal and

visual cues are not assumed to be important food stimuli for
them. Braveman found that guinea pigs easily formed aversions
to visual or taste stimuli (red, sweet water) and concluded
that organisms rely on the sensory modality with which they
search for food when associating a stimulus with illness.
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Other researchers, however, opposed the view that

relates the associability of cues and toxicosis to an

organisms structural development and ecological niche; and

argued that a primary dependence on visual cues would leave
birds vulnerable to superstitious associations between
illness and arbitrary visual stimuli (Clarke, Hestbrook, tc
Irwin, 1979; Lett, 1980; Mackintosh, 1984). Clarke et al.

found that when c.pnditioned separately, taste aversions were
stronger than color aversions in pigeons (who are visual

feeders), however, when conditioned in a compound the taste
cue potentiated, rather than overshadowed, the visual cue.
They concluded that taste marks, and thereby potentiates the
visual characteristics of food. In other words, flavor

stimuli should potentiate associations between illness and

the primary food cue for a species (e.g., visual cues for

pigeons; olfactory cues for rats). Thus, for the rat, taste
should potentiate olfactory cues, and it does, (Rusiniak,
Hankins, Garcia, ie Brett, 1979), but at the same time it
should also overshadow visual cues (Best, Best tc Henggeler,

1977). Lett (1980) provided confirming data in pigeons and

quail; however, Galef and Osborne (1978) found that a novel
taste faciliated an association between visual cues and

illness in rats. Clarke et al.'s predictions remain to be

tested with comparable methodologies in other species.
Galef and Dalrymple (1981) argued that spatial

contiguity (with the food) was an important determinant (also
see Ell ins, Cramer, it Mhitmore, 1985; Ell ins it von Kluge,
198^; Logue, 1980; Rozin, 1969; Sullivan, 1984; Testa, 1973;
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19751 Testa if Terns, 1977> and tested Qroups of
either colored food chambers, colored food bins, or colored

food capsules, and found that rats showed stronger aversions
to the visual properties of th® food (colored capsules) than
to ei ther the col ored bins Or chaihber. These resul ts were

subsequently replicated by LOigM® (1980) with pigeons.
Aversions to environmental stimuli have also been

demonstrated. Rili^ (1978) found that under certain
circumstances rats will learn to avoid a place where they had

been made ill. These associations required that a distihctive

taste was present during conditioning (presumably to mark the
location in memory), but not during testing. If saccharin was

present during testing the rat would not drink, regardless of
where it was 1ocated; but if alI bottles contained water, the
rat would avoid the place in which it had tasted saccharin

during conditioning. Other researchers have also deihonstrated
potentiated pi ace aversions in rats (Garcia* Kimeldorph, &
Hunt, 1957; Best, Best, 4e Mickley, 1973j Klein, Freda, te
Mikulka, 1985; ) and in a more naturalistic setting, in

coyotes (El1ins et al., 1983). The contemporary consensus is
that in all species taste is the primary cue for illness, a^
that CFAs are either formed most easily on the basis Of (ji

novel) taste, or, in species that use visual or olfactory

cues in feeding^ are facilitated by the presence of a (novel)
taste (Cobourn, Garcia, Keifer, & Rusiniak, 1984; Logue,

>986).. ''>
■
Lett (1985) found that LiCl produced stronger CFAs than
place aversions in rats, and that gallamine or naloxone
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<drugs that produce peripheral pain) produced stronger place
aversions. Lett's results lend support to Sarcia's

neuroethological hypothesis that there evolved a skin-defense
system <that is sensitive to exteroceptive stimuli) and a
gut-defense system (that is sensitive to interoceptive
stimuli). The separation of these two systems is assumed to
be both neuro-anatomical and behavioral. CFA learning is an

example of the selective bias of the gut defense system.
Tone-shock associations, which can also be made more rapidly
than traditional CS-US associations (Bolles, 1970; 1979), are

an example of the bias of the skin-defense system. In Lett's
study, the rats were presumably biased toward place avoidance
when pain was the consequence, and to food avoidance when
illness was the consequence. Nithin this paradigm, it can be

speculated that while taste is the primary cue for illness,
in the absence of taste in a choice situation, other

predictive stimuli can be utilized. However, this may be an
underestimation of the power of context as a whole (see

Archer, SJoden ficNilsson, 1985), as novel environmental cues
have been shown to overshadow CPA's (Ell ins, et al., 1983;

Krane, 1980; Kurtz, te Levitsky, 1982; Rudy, Iwens, it Best,
1977). It is worth noting at this point that the biological

constraints position does not (and never did) maintain that
associations between exteroceptive cues and illness could not

be learned, only that such associations are learned with much

difficulty, requiring many more training trials than for
taste-illness associations.

An alternative to the biological constraints
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interpretation emphasizes the role of experiential factors.
Lawrence <1952), in his classic studies on the effect of

learning on selective attention, found that rats with

previous training with a cue that was not initially dominant,
came to associate that cue with experimental consequences

more readily when learning a new behavior than rats without
such training. Lawrence's work not only illustrated that

learning can con^hibute to selective attention, but also that
there are limits to this effect. Discrimination training

aided rats in learning new visual discriminations while

experience with tactile cues did not carry over to new
tactile discrimination tasks.

Testa and Ternes (1977) emphasize contiguity of

experience and attribute selective associations to learning
sets formed early in life. Interoceptive cues have in the

past signaled interoceptive consequences, while exteroceptive
cues have signaled exteroceptive consequences. Additional

support for a learning-experience model comes from a study by
Peterson <1962) who raised groups of ducks in either
monochromatic or normal light. He found that the
discrimination of colored visual stimulus elements was

attenuated for those reared in monochromatic light relative

to those reared in normal light. Dalrymple and Galef <1981)

pretrained rats to use visual cues in selecting food, and
found that these animals easily acquired aversions to

visually novel foods, while rats without such pretraining did
not. Further, Rusiniak, Garcia, Palmerino and Cabral <1983)
gave rats extensive experience with odor-taste compounds, and
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found greatly faciliated potentiated odor aversions.
As the data accumulated, and the cdnditions and
limitations of CFAs began to be understood, an effort to

incorporate cue-to-consequence learning into a modified

general process theory was beginning to develop <Oomjan, 1983;
Logue, 1988; Seligman, 1970>. However, while general process
theorists may have been willing to modify their formulations
to admit CFAS,^s with a modification of the stimulus

salience parameter, and the addition of flexable OS—US
temporal parameters <DomJan, 1985; Ldgue, 1979), the proposed
modifications are unable to handle the SCP phenomenon. This
is not due to a lack of effort, however. A number of

investigators have conducted research to determine if the SCP
effect was a variant of compound conditioning <Forbes it

Holland, 1985; Holland, it Rescorla, 1975; Krane, it Wagner,
■:1975) . :

The compound conditioning interpretation holds that the
potentiated stimulus is not overshadowed because of a process
similar to sensory preconditoning. That is, the presentation
of the cues together in training <nonreinforced preexposures

of the compound) promotes an association between the weaker

Cto be potentiated) stimulus and the stronger taste stimulus,
and between each of these stimuli and i1Iness. In testing,

then, the presentation of the potentiated cue activates both
its association with i11ness and the taste-illness®

association. Thus, odor potentiation is the result of the
suiraned effects of within compound odor-taste associations and
odor-illness associations; and consequently, extinction of
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the potentiating taste disrupts the potentiation phemonenon

<Durlach & Rescoria, 1980). To avoid con-fusion it should be
mentioned that in higher order conditioning (a procedure in
which a stimulus is -first conditioned, and then paired with a
second stimulus) extinction

o-f

the first order stimulus has

no effect on second order associations <Ho11and ic Rescoria,
1975; Rescoria, 1973; Rizzley tt Rescoria, 1972). In contrast
to the sensory preconditioning explanation, the SCP model
proposes that the presence of a novel taste during
conditioning increases the strength of the association of the

<to be potentiated) stimulus and illness directly. Hhat we
are measuring in testing, according to this interpretation,

is the strength of the association between the potentiated
stimulus and illness (Galef

Osborne, 1978; Garcia tc

Rusiniak, 1980).

It was found that extinction of (the potentiating) taste
aversion does not eliminate the potentiated cue's

aversiveness in either pigeons or rats (Lett, 1984). If the
compound conditioning model held, in potentiation, extinction
of the supporting taste aversion would also eliminate the
association between the potentiated cue and illness.

Researchers in the general process tradition are now looking
for other examples of potentiation in other experimental

paradigms, (Foree fit LoLordo, 1973; Kehoe, Gibbs, Garcia,
Gormezano, 1979; Pearce, Nicholas, tc Dickinson, 1981) in an
effort to delineate the conditions and procedures responsible
for SCP.

A great deal of potentiation research originated from
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Garcia's lab, where he and RusiniaK were working with
ol-factory cues. It was first demonstrated that when

conditioned separately, taste aversions were stronger in rats

than CPAs (RusiniaK, Pal merino. Rice, Forthman ic Garcia,

1?82>, but when conditioned in a compound, the stronger taste
cue potentiated the weaker odor cue. The opposite effect
would be predicted by the general process theory, via the

blocking effect (Mackintosh, 19715 Pavlov, 1927; Rescorla,
1984). This experiment also found that a potentiated odor cue
can be more effective than taste as an illness cue and that

odor was blocked in an immediate shock condition (Palmerino,
RusiniaK, tc Garcia, 1980). It was further demonstrated that a

more intense odor cue increases the strength of a taste
potentiated odor aversion (RusiniaK et al., 1979). This is
analagous to results in CPA studies, where it was found that
increasing the dosage of LiCl produced stronger taste
aversions (Holies, 1979, p., 168; Nachman & Ashe, 1973). Some
researchers have found overshadowing of the weaker odor cue

by the stronger taste cue (Bouton

Whiting, 1982; Mikulka,

Pitts, ie Phil put, 1982). However, in both of these studies,
taste was confounded by putting the odor (almond extract)
directly into the flavored (sucrose) water, where it may have

become a second flavor cue. It can be (and has been) argued

that there is something interoceptive about odor (even though
it also associates easily with shock, it stimulates gustatory
receptors) and that these are not true examples of the
potentiation of nongustatory cues (RusiniaK et al., 1982).
The research cited above lead some researchers to
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propose a hierarchy o-f e-f-fectiveness of taste potentiated

nongustatory cues in rats (Bolles, 1979 p., 169j Garcia, 1985}
Konorski, 1979). Although the position of various stimuli on

the hierarchy differs amongst these researchers, the

intention is clear; conforming to sensory apparatus and
phylogenetic development, a rat will first attend to taste
cues and then, in the absence of taste, will attend to

various other cueS, in some decending order of importance.

Such an ethological-functional model would naturally
hypothesize a different hierarchy for each species.
Since auditory cues are not considered to be dominant

foraging stimuli for laboratory rats. Ell ins et a1. <1984)
and Ell ins and von Kluge (1986) presumed that this species is
not likely to have a biological predisposition to form

associations between auditory cues and illness. However, they
have found that given the proper environmental circumstances,
robust aversions for nongustatory stimuli can be learned in
two trials and over long delays. Their data shows that a

conditioned aversion for an auditory cue adheres to many of
the same learning principles as do other conditioned

responses <E11ins it von Kluge, 1986). Specifically, the
results of their research indicate that an auditory stimulus

that is spatially and temporally contiguous with a novel
ingested substance and followed by toxicosis can become a
conditoned avoidance cue for rats by taste potentiation

<E11ins et a1., 1985), and that the response will gradually

extinguish over repeated nonreinforced trials. Additionally,
auditory aversions are attenuated by repeated nonreinforced
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preexposures, and spontaneously recover after a passage of
time. Further, the strength of the effect was increased when

a salty potentiating taste was used <E11ins tc von Ktuge,
1986) instead of a sweet flavor (Ell ins et a1., 1985). These
results suggest that the strength of associations between
telereceptive cues and illness depends upon an interaction
between innate, neurologically bound, species typical cue
utilization (cue^to consequence) and the conditions under
which the learning occurs.
Statement of

the problem

Since it had been demonstrated that a novel mediating
taste and spatial contiguity are sufficient for an auditory
cue to become a functional food cue (Ell ins et al., 1985), we
became interested in whether, once such a cue had been

conditioned, it would serve to guide appetitive feeding
behavior if displaced in space in testing. It would be

consistant with a functional-ethological-1 earning
interpretation of conditioned food aversions for a rat, once
having made the association between the auditory cue and
illness via a novel

taste (Garcia's model), or even an

interaction between taste-auditory cue-illness, auditory
cue-illness, and taste-illness associations (Rescorla's
model), to then respond to the distal characteristics of the

suspect food in posttesting. In other words, since it was
necessary for the auditory cue to be in the food for an

organism to rely on such a stimulus to guide it's feeding
behavior, we wanted to know if, once conditoned, the rat
would continue to respond to the auditory stimulus as a food
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cue i-f it were no longer an actual element o-f the ■food. An
additional purpose o-f

this research was to replicate the

Ell ins and von Kluge (1984, AP group)

study with the addition

o-f a 30 min. delay. It has been demonstrated by Westbrook,
Clarke, and Provost (1980)

that

taste potentiated visual

aversions in pigeons disappeared with a 30 min. delay even

though such aversions were quite robust with no delay between
ingest ion and ili.r>ess.
It was expected that rats conditioned and tested with a
contiguous auditory cue <C-C group) would show a robust
aversion to noisy -food in posttesting, and that rats

condi toned with contiguous noisy -food, but tested with the
tone displaced -from the -food <C-D group), would also avoid
noisy -food in posttesting. However, it was also expected that
this e-f-fect would be attenuated relative to the C-C group. It
was -further expected that 1) rats condi toned with the
auditory cue displaced -from the -food in both condi toning and
testing (D-D group)

and 2)

the rats conditoned with the tone

displaced, and tested with the tone contiguous with the -food,
would both show no aversion to noisy -food in posttesting. It
was further hypothesized that

the 30 min. delay would have no

attenuating effect on the strength of

the aversions.
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METHOD
Subjects

The subjects were 68 male Sprague-Dawley rats (Simonsen

Labs, Gilroy CA) randcxnly assigned to four groups. They
ranged in weight from 158 - 348 g and were individually
housed in 18 X 21 X 24 cm-high stainless steel cages. All
subjects had free access to water in their home cages and
were maintained,.on an ad-lib feeding schedule <Purina Rat

Chow pellets) when not participating in the experimental
sessions, except where noted. The subjects were kept on a
reversed 12 hr. light/dark cycle when in their home cages,

all experimental sessions having taken place during the dark
cycle.
Apparatus

The experimental chambers were three identical modified
modular test boxes <Coulburn Instruments, Model E18-18)

measuring 25 X 31 X 33 cm-high <see Figure 1). Each test box
was situated on a .65 m-high table in the center of a white,

dimly lit, acoustically insulated 2.38 X 2.45 X 2.68 m-high
room. One end wall and the top of each box was aluminum and
the other end wall and the two side walls were Plexiglas. The
floor consisted of stainless steel rods spaced 1.5 cm apart.

One of the Plexiglas side walls was hinged to provide access
into the box and the Plexiglas end wall was fitted with
removable panels. Inside each box was a 6.8 cm-high Plexiglas

platform, which extended 12.8 cm into the box the entire
length of the paneled Plexiglas wall. A 1.8 cm-high
Plexiglas ridge divided the top of the platform in half and
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Figure 1.

Experimental chamber.
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extended around its periphery, which providing two separated
eating piatforms, each covered with a met<al pad> In the
middle o-f each eating platform was a 3.6 cm hoie wh ich served

igals wal1 could be
as an eating wel1. The panels in the Plex:

removed so that a Flexiglas food receptaC|1e could be inserted
under each eating wel1. Speakers (8 ohm H 40 watt, Jameco

Electronics, # TS30S> were located under jeach food receptacle.

When a subject^^tanding on the pletform c^pleted an
electrical circuit by touching the wet food in the

receptacle, a tone was presented through |a hole in the bottom
of the receptacle, thus providing 'noisy jfood". An additional

speaker was centered on the back wall of Ithe chamber 19 cm
from the floor and 1i.5 cm from each side!; this speaker could
be activated by a Subject eating from eitiher or both

receptacles in the same fashion as the spjeakers under the
eating platform. The frequency and ampl itjude of the tones,

measured from the top of the food receptacles, ranged from
89.8 - 97.'6 Hz and 72.6 - 87.0 dB, and averaged 92.9 Hz and
77.6 dB, respectively. The food used in the experimental

sessions consisted of powdered Purina Rat Chow mixed with

water (40% by volume). Mhen sal ty food wa|s Used, 2 g of
iodized sodium chloride was added for every 56 ml of dry

powered food. The 1ithium chloride (LiCI)| was infused
direc11 y into the subject"s stomach with |a 3 inch, 16 gague,

Animal Feeding Needle with a 3 mm diamete|r ball on the end

(George Tiemann & Co,, Mode1 # 160-891^)•j This procedure was
adopted in order to minimize physiological and psychological
trauma. The majority of CPA studies use hypertonic injections
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<ip) which can cause pain <Giesler it LiebesKind, 1976), and
it is well known that pain and exteroceptive cues are easily
associated (Couborn et al., 1984). Additionally, when LiCl is
injected into the peritoneal cavity <ip) it is immediately
absorbed, unlike natural poisoning, and the duration of
illness has not been adequtely evaluated <Cappel1 it LeBlanc,
1977). Further, infusion allows for a more standard dosage;

in other words,,each rat receives the same amount of LiCl per
body weight, presumably, after a similar delay. It has also
been demonstrated that differential drug effects be produced

depending on whether a drug is administered orally or
intervenousiy <R. Fehn, personal communication, June, 1986).
Procedure

Contiouous-Contiouous orouo <C-C). One purpose of this

group <n=15) was to support the results of the Ell ins and von
Kluge <1986) study <AP group) in which an illness-induced
aversion was conditioned to a tone by pairing it with a

contiguous salty tasting food followed by an immediate
injection of lithium chloride, and to provide a baseline
measure. The method in the present experiment differed in
that the subjects received less food deprivation, direct
stomach

infusions of LiCl

were administered after a 38 min.

delay instead of immediate IP injections, the subjects were
habituated to the infusion procedure for 3 days prior to any
exposure to LiCl, and the subjects received one rather than
two posttests per day.
On Day 1 the subjects were each handled for 10 min. by
the experimenter. On Day 2 each subject was handled and given
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an intragastric infusion of 1.5 cc warm water in order to
habituate to the infusion procedure. The subjects were then

food deprived at 1480 hr. On Day 3 each subject was placed
into a test box for 38 min. in order

to habituate to the

apparatus and to eating wet food from the receptacles. They
were then given an infusion of 1.5 cc of warm water. The
subjects were supplemented with two pellets of Purina Rat
Chow at 1488 hr« each experimental day except where noted.

Toxicosis conditioning took place at 1880 hr. on Days 4 and 5;
at which time the food in each receptacle was weighed and
each subject was placed for 15 min. into the test box which
contained salty-noisy food in both receptacles; that is,
contact with the salty w^t food activated the speaker under
that food receptacle. After each session the food spillage

trapped on each eating platform was brushed back into the
respective eating well , the receptacles were weighed, and the
weight in grams of food was recorded. Food was added to each
receptacle as needed to maintain a constant volume. The
subjects spent a 38 min. delay in their home cages on a table

in a separate experimental room, after which they were given
an infusion of 1.2 X of body weight solution of .15 M LiCl
(Nachman fce Asch, 1973) and returned to the animal vivarium.

Each subject was supplemented with two pellets of Purina Rat

Chow at 1680 hr. on the first conditioning day <two hours
after the last subject showed visible signs of illness) and

were given ad-lib access to pellets from 1688 hr on the
second conditioning day until

1488 hr. on the recovery day,

Day 6. Posttesting began on Day 7. The subjects were returned
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to the test boxes for 15 min. at 1800 hr. and given a choice

between plain wet food in one receptacle and plain wet noisy
food in the other. The test boxes and the positions of the
noisy food were counterbalanced across subjects and days.

This posttesting procedure was repeated on Days 8-11. The
subjects were then maintained on an ad-lib feeding schedule
in their home cages for 13 days, after which a single

spontaneous recwery trial, identical to the posttest

sessions, was run to test for spontaneous recovery of the
conditioned response.

Contiouous-Pisolaced orouo <C-D). The purpose of this
group (n=15) was to determine if an auditory cue, spatially
contiguous during conditioning, would remain a food cue when
displaced spatially during testing. These subjects received
the same treatment as those in the C-C group except that
during posttesting, when a subject ate from one of the
receptacles, the tone was presented from the rear of the test
box rather than up through the food. The receptacle that
activated the tone was counterbalanced across subjects and

days.
Disolaced-Contiouous orouo <D-C). The purpose of this

group (n=:15> was to determine if a tone, not contiguous
during conditioning, could become a cue for illness if it was
made contiguous during testing. That is, is spatial

contiguity only necessary during testing, or must a cue be
spatially contiguous during conditioning for it to become a
food cue? These subjects received the same treatment as those

in the C-C group except that during conditioning when a
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subject ate from the food receptAc1e® the tone wAs presen ted

from the rear of the test box rAther thAn up throuQh the food.
Displ ACed-bisDlaced Qrbup (D-t>y; The Purbose of this

group <n=15) was- to determine if an i 1 Iness induced aversion

could be cbnditioned to a tone that was displaced during both
condi toning and testing by pairing it with a novel food and
following consumption by an injettibn of LiCl. These subjects

received the s^e treatment as the C-C group except that
during both cohdi tioning And testing the tone was presented
frpin the rear bf the box whenever a subject ate from from an
activated receptacle.
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RESULTS

The -food choices o-f the subjects in all groups in the
posttest and spontaneous recovery sessions were converted to

preference ratios (PR) which were calculated by dividing the
amount of target food (noisy food) eaten by the total amount
of food consumed. Thus, a PR « 1,0 indicates a complete
preference for tjie target food while a PR = 0.0 indicates a

complete avoidance of the target food. The PR is a measure of
a rat's tendency to accept or reject a particular food given
the availability of alternative palatable food. The
preference test used in the present experiment has been shown
to be a more sensitive measure than a no-choice supression of

ingestion measure (Dragoin, McCleary, ftc McCleary, 1971; Grote
ic Brown, 1971), and is assumed to be more ethological 1 y valid
than a no-choice test which typically does not occur in
nature.

These data indicate that on the initial posttest trial
the C-C and D-D groups avoided the noisy food with PRs of .21
and .23 respectively. The C-D group showed an avoidance of
noisy food, PR = .32 on Trial 1, although slightly attenuated
relative to the C-C and D-D groups. The avoidance of noisy

food quickly extinguished over the remaining four trials for
all 3 groups, with the C-C group showing the most rapid
extinction. The D-C group evidenced no preference for either
the noisy or plain food, with a PR of .52 on Trial 1, and PRs
that varied around .50 on the remaining posttest trials
(range = .37 - .58).
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Statistical analysis of the posttest data revealed
reliable differences consistent with the patterns shown in

Figure 2. A two-factor mixed analysis of variance (ANOUA)
found significant effects for groups F<3,56) = 3.66, £ < .05,
for trials F<4,42) = 4.0, £ < .81. Nonsignificant results
were obtained for trial X group interaction £ < 1.8.

Significant Linear trends for the C-C group F <4) = 4.2, £ <
.85 , the D-D grpup F <4> = 2.6, £ < .85 , and the C-D group
F <4> — 2.73 £ < .85 were found indicating that the
conditioned auditory aversions extinguished over the 5
posttest trials.
Figure 3 compares the PRs for all four groups, holding
the location of the tone during conditioning constant. Graph
3A plots the PRs for the D-D and D-C groups, the two groups
whose subjects were conditioned with the noise displaced from
the food. These two groups showed a significant difference in

consumption of noisy food in the first posttest trial; the
D-D group avoided the noisy food, and the D-C group showed no
preference for either noisy or plain food,

(288) = 3.22, £

< .881. By Trial 2 this difference had extinguished. Graph 38
compares the C-C group and the C-D group, the two groups
whose subjects were conditioned with with contiguous-noisy
food. A statistical analysis showed no significant
differences between the PRs for these two groups on Trial

1,

indicating a similiar pattern of avoidance of the noisy food

by the C-C and C-D groups, i <288) = 1.44, £ > .85.
Figure 4 shows the PRs for all four groups, holding the
location of testing constant. Graph 4A compares the PRs for
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the C-C and D-C groups, the two groups whose subjects were
conditioned with

the tone in di-f-ferent locations but tested

with contiguous-noisy -food. Statistical analysis showed
significant differences in PRs between these groups for Trial
1, i <280) = 1.44, E ^ .001; as with the C-C/D-C comparison,
this difference was a result of the avoidance of the noisy

food by the D-D group and no preference shown by the C-C
group. The avoidance sha-m by the C-C group had extinguished
by Trial 2. Graph 4B plots the PRs for the D-D and C-D
groups, the two groups whose subjects were conditioned with
the tone in different locations but were both

tested with the

noise displaced from the food. Statistical analysis showed no

significant differences, both groups showing an avoidance of
the noisy food in the first posttest trial, i <280) = 1.22 £
> .05, and both showing a similiar extinction pattern.

Comparisons between the C-C and D-D group, and the D-C
and C-D group were not shown graphically or computed
statistically since the groups differed on more than one

experimental variable, locus of conditioning and locus of
testing, making comparisons inappropriate.

DISCUSSION

The results o-f the present experiment clearly
demonstrate that an auditory cue that is spatially contiguous
with a novel tasting -food in conditioning and -followed by
LiCl-induced illness can become a conditioned -food cue and

serve to guide appetitive -feeding behavior when the noise is

also contiguc^s in testing <C-C group). This conditioned
avoidance was evidenced even i-f the auditory cue was

contiguously conditioned but spatially displaced in testing

<C-D group), although the e-f-fect was slightly attenuated
relative to that of the C-C group. It was also demonstrated

that if the auditory cue was displaced in conditioning, but

contiguous in testing, it did not become associated with
LiCl-induced illness <D-C group). Hcwuever, it was

unexpectedly found that if the auditory cue was displaced
both in conditioning and testing it was associated with
LiCl-induced illness, and noisy food was avoided in

posttesting <D-D group). These data support the notion that
spatial as well as temporal contiguity is an important
variable in the conditioning of food cues, and also that
while such contiguity may be a sufficient condition for the
potentiation of an auditory aversion, it is not a necessary
one.

The results of the present experiment, taken in
conjunction with the results of the earlier Ell ins et al.

<1985) and El 1 ins and von Kluge < 1986) studies, suggest that
failure to find associations between auditory stimuli and
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illness may be a result o-f procedural arti-fact and do not

represent limitations on the rat's ability to associate
exteroceptive stimuli tMith interpceptive consequences.

Specifically, the strength of the SCP effect was enhjanced by
the elimination of the attenuating effects of positively

salient preferred tastes (Braveman, 1977; Etscorn, 1973;
Galef

Osborne, 1978) by fami1iarity <1 earned safety) with

the test stimqli as a result of the use of pretest-posttest

designs (Ell ins it von Kluge, 1986, Kalat it Rozin 1973). The
potentiation phenomenon was further intensified by the use of
preference ratio measures in two choice posttests, rather

than supression of ingestion measures in which the subject
has no al ternative food source (Dragoin, McCleary, it

McCleary, 1971; Grill, 1985; Grote it Brown, 1971; Smith, 1978;
1985). Additionally, the SCP effect can be enhanced by the

use of intragastric a^inistrations of the LiCl. This

procedure reduces any non-associative confounding that might ,
result from the pain of interperitoneal injections (Braveman,
1977; Coburn et al., 1984; Domjan it Best, 1988).
The resiifl ts of the D-D group are not easily explained,
and are in direct contradiction to the findings in previous

research (El l ins et al., 1985; Garcia & Koelling, 1966). The
Ellins et al. (1985) experiment employed a similar

methodology, with the exception of pretest/posttest njieasures,
a sweet taste, and inwnediate ip injections rather than

intragastric infusions of LiCl after a 38 min. delay. That
experimerit had groups analagous to the D-D group of the
present >^tudy (DhN it DNF groups) in which the tone was
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displaced either to the side o-f the receptacle or in the back
o-f the box (in both conditioning and testing); neither o-f

these groups showed any avoidance of noisy food in

posttesting. Subsequently, in the Ell ins and von K1uge (1986)
study, rather than a sweet taste, a salty potentiating taste
was used which has been shown by Beauchamp and Bertino (1985)

to be relatively aversive. In addition, the effects of

preexposure w^re examined. Groups of rats received different
amounts of preexposure, and preexposure was eliminated for

other groups. It was found that conditioning with salty food
as the potentiating taste produced a robust auditory

aversion, and that preexposure to noisy food attenuated this
aversion. There was no group analagous to the D-D group in
this study so separation of the effects of preexposure vs
sweet taste was not possible. However, subsequent to the

present experiment a group was run procedurally identical to
the D-D group in this study, except for the use of a sweet
taste. This group showed no aversion to noisy food in

posttesting (PRs varied around .58). It is possible that the
positively salient sweet taste overshadowed the association
between the auditory cue and illness in the displaced groups
in the Ell ins et al. (1985) study.

The question remains, however, as to why aversions were
not found to exteroceptive cues in studies using salty water

(e.g. Garcia tc Koelling, 1966). Salty water has been found to
be equally preferred to sweet water (Garcia, Kovner, it Green,
1970), but salty food has been found to be aversive
(Beauchamp it Bertino, 1985). Apparently, an aversive (or at
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least non-preferred) mediating taste is necessary to

potentiate an aversion to an auditory cue. While quinine is
an aversive flavor used in CFA studies, it has not often been

used in attempting to condition non-gustatory cues, and when
it was used (e.g. Durlach ic Rescorla, 1989), a preexposure

procedure was employed. In fact, in recent work in our
laboratory, again using the identical procedure as in the
present experiment, it was found that even a simple taste
aversion was difficult to condition using sweet food (PRs

varied around .55). Switching from a liquid to a solid medium
seems to alter a flavor's perceived salience, and it becomes

impossible to compare results across studies until the
effects of such variables have been worked out.

In an unpublished study with olfactory cues, Rusiniak
(cited by Bronstein, 1985) found that odor alone (almond
extract) was not a sufficient cue for illness, but when

potentiated by an aversive quinine taste, odor became an
effective cue for illness. Further, Rusiniak found that the
aversion was strongest when the source of the odor was
directly behind the water spout. However, even when the odor
was spatially displaced, he found that the rats avoided plain
water when it was acccxnpanied by the olfactory cue.
Additionally, the behavior of the rats differed between
conditions. The rats whose odor was displaced, apparently
searched for the source of the offending odor, and displayed
more sampling of the water and exploratory sniffing. The
animals with the odor closer to the water backed away frcxn
the water source and drinking was virtually eliminated.
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Although it is di-f-ficult to compare the results o-f audi tory
and olfactory studies, vidio-taped records of subjects in the

present experiment in the C—C and D-D conditions showed
similar behaviors. Rats whose food was contiguously noisy

during conditioning and testing seemed to react to the tone

during testing with emotional/disgust behaviors, Jumping at
the sound of the tone, and retreating to the back of the box,

while the ra^s whose tone was displaced exhibited no such
reaction, yet still suppressed eating the food. It is
possible that more than one type of learning is represented
in the present data.

Konorski < 1967 p. 511) has suggested a hierarchical

model of learning which proposes that there are several types
of learning. He suggests that associations are represented in
terms of their perceptual and analytical components.

Perceptual learning is assumed to precede analytical
learning, and if no consequences occur to consolidate the
association between perceptual and analytical learning,

analytical learning will not take place. However, once such
an associative connection is made, the UCS can be represented

by either or both types of learning. In this system
perceptual learning is assumed to be a result of non-specific
(affective) drive states which control

the direction of

attention. Taking liberties with Konorski's model , it could
be supposed that what a rat learns in the C-C condition is
then represented primarily perceptually (affectively) and
what is learned in the D-D condition is primarily represented
analytically (as a signal). Because it was not a part of the
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■food, the displaced tone did not produce an affectively
mediated hedonic shift. This is illustrated by the finding
<6arcia et al ., 1970; Pel chat, Grill, Rozin t>c Jacobs, 1983)
that

when

a sweet

taste is conditioned as an avoidance cue

for shock the hedonic value of

the sweet taste is not altered;

that is, the rat will avoid drinking it only in the apparatus
in which it signals shock. As we have seen, this is not the
case when

the same sweet

taste is conditioned as a cue for

illness. The animal will avoid that flavor in any situation,
it's hedonic value having been changed.
Konorski (1967, p. 291) also stressed the importance of
spatial contiguity, stating that "CSs closely related in
space with the US produce a larger effect than more remote
CSs (contiguity principle)." He attributes this effect to the
similiarity of

the perceptions of (and consequently the

neural coding of)

the CS and US caused by spatial proximity.

That is, because the tone and the food are spatially
contiguous, the mental representations of

these stimuli are

both similar and are contiguously represented in the brain.
If

the CS and the US are contiguous when conditioned, this

rule of contiguity should provide strong conditioning, and
when tested with the CS again contiguous with the food (C-C
group) conditioning of

the CS should be robust, the

contiguity principle having been adhered to both in the
spatial similarity between CS and US, and between
conditioning and testing. If a CS is contiguously conditioned

and then tested displaced, the original conditioning would
still be strong, but displacing the CS in testing should have
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an attenuating effect on the conditioned response <C-D group).
The lack of spatial contiguity during conditioning in the D-C

group would allcHAi only weak conditioning to the CS, and when
spatially displaced (from the place it was conditioned) in
testing, there would be no conditioned aversion. The D-D
group, while conditioned without the benefit of spatial
contiguity between the CS and US, had spatial contiguity
between condi,tioning and testing. To further investigate the
plausibility of this explanation, plans are currently
underway to run a group of rats with the identical procedure
except that the tone will be displaced in one location during
conditioning, and then moved to a different displaced
location during testing. If spatial contiguity between

conditioning and testing are important, this group should not
form an aversion to noisy food since the tone would not have
had either CS-US contiguity or conditioning-testing
contigui ty.

An additional explanation for the disparity of the
present results with the potentiation literature is that
there may be something special about salt apart from the fact
that it is a non-preferred flavor. Salt is a biologically

significant mineral , and there may be special mechanisms
involved in associating a salty taste with the internal

consequences that occur after consumption of a salty food. It
has been found that separate mechanisms control the intake of
proteins and carbohydrates, and that these mechamisms can be
influenced by conditioning procedures (Rozin, 1968). To test
this possibility, plans are underway to run a group

procedural 1y identical to the D—D group, except that quinine
adulterated -food will be used as the aversive potentiating

taste, rather than salt. I-f salt has special properities in
addition to being a non-preferred taste, this group should
show no aversion to noisy food in testing.

It has been suggested <von Kluge, Ell ins, te Cramer,

1986) that since potentiation research is interested in the
attention a subject pays to the external environment when

determining the cause<s) of internal discomfort, what we are
really interested in is the circumstances under which the
subject best associates external cues with internal malaise.

It is possible that when engaged in a hedonically positive
experience little attention is paid to co-occuring external
events; attention is directed to internal events. Conversely,
when forced to ingest foods that are hedonically negative
<aversive) an increase in attention to the external
environment may occur.

Researchers in the compound conditioning tradition

have recently found that the palatability of flavors can be
altered, either negatively or positively, by simply pairing
them repeatedly with flavors such as saccharin or quinine
<Fanselow, 1982). Additionally, it has been demonstrated that
such palatability shifts can be conditioned to an auditory
cue that has been paired with either palatable or unplatable
flavors. When this auditory cue is then presented with

previosly neutral flavors, the rats behave as if the neutral
flavor had acquired the characteristics of the taste with
which the auditory cue had paired (Delamater, LoLordo,
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Berridge, 1986).

The results o-f the present experiment suggest that the

interaction between learning that occurs as a result o-f

experience, and learning that is genetically -facilitated is
mediated by a number o-f -factors, (e.g. hedonic salience,

spatial contiguity, -familiarity with the test stimuli) and
can only be separated theoretical 1y. The relative
contributions o-f discrete individual stimuli, particular
combinations o-f such stimuli, and the context as a whole to

the learning o-f associations in -feeding behavior, and other
appetitive behaviors, remian to be discovered.

It is generally assumed that a mediating taste is
necessary to potentiate an aversion to a non-gustatory cue.
However, it remains to be determined whether this is due to
the attention a novel

taste directs to other stimuli (Gale-f ic

Osborne, 1979) or due to the -fact that most experimental
stimuli are novel, and subjects may associate the

experimental environment as a whole, rather than as discrete
elements, with the consequences o-f the experimental situation.
It has been -found that the experimental enviroment will

itself suppress injestion after illness treatments (Best, et
al ., 1973; Klein, et al ., 1985) and that pairing novel
environmental

cues and illness will

al ., 1983; Krane, 1988; Kurtz

reduce CPAs (Ell ins et

Levitsky, 1982; Rudy, et al.,

1977). The argument that the presence of a mediating taste is
necessary to avoid making associations between illness and
arbitrary exteroceptive stimuli (Clarke et al., 1979; Lett,
1980; Mackintosh, 1984) is relevant only if the exteroceptive
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cues are in fact arbitrary. A11 other things being constantj
a novel exteroceptive cue that is -foil owed by i 1 Iness may

become an important stimulus event. It would be interesting

to explore the possibi1ity of direct associations between

non—gustatory cues and illness using a procedure in which all
. . ■ .

■

,

■

. ■

;

■ .

.

'.I .

■'

other stimuli are familiar. If such associations can be made,

in one trial and over long delays, the biological

predisposi ti^pn to associate specific classes of cues and
consequences would be shown to be more labile than is

presently thought to be the case. Plans are currently
underway to investigate this possibi1ity.
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APPENDIX

The 1986 National Academy of Sciences conference was

organized into five sections, each of which represented a
different field of interest and only the first one had to do

with associative processes per se. Since I have reviewed this
literature in detail above, I will begin with the second
section of the ^conference and provide a summary of the major
focii of each of the others in a modified annotated

bibliography format as an intoduction to the scope and
interests of modern CPA research.

The second session of the conference represented
researchers interested in the "Phvsioldoical Substrates of

Conditioned Food Aversions* and was chaired by Harvey J.

Grill. The papers presented in this section were concerned
with how the central nervous system integrates taste and

visceral stimuli, and where, or within which structures,
these changes take place. In other words, where in the

nervous system does an emetic experience alter an animals
response to a food that was previously neutral? The research
presented in this section looks for this integration in the
peripheral and central gustatory system, the peripheral and
central afferent systems that are sensitive to emesis, and
the hormones and neurotransmitters that modulate the

excitabilty of central synapses. Grill presents an
alternative to the traditional "preference-aversion curve"
which measures total or proportunate intake, and introduces
the "taste reactivity" test in which the activity of lingual,
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masticatory and -Facial muscles are vidiotaped during oral
contact with

taste stimuli. It has been demonstrated that

pairing a taste with either -footshock, LiCl or lactose
intolerance can produce equivalant reduction measures

(Pel chant et al., 1983), even though the mechanisms
responsible -For these avoidances are not assumed to be either

-Functionally or anatomically similar. The taste-reactivity
measure is sensitive to di-F-Ferences between the e-F-Fects o-F

separate psychological variables, such as palatability and
-Fear, and is currently being used to look at the di-F-Ficult
problem o-F the interaction of affective and behavioral
responses.

Smotherman (1985) presents a review of the data

concerned with the brain-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal

system and discussed the role that hormones secreted by this
syst«n play in the learning and performance of CPA's. He
points out that behavioral and hormonal measures of CPA's do

not necessarily coincide with one another. Por instance the

effects of preexposure can show parallel changes, or a
dissociation, depending on the number of preexposures.
Wurtman (1985) presented a paper that examined the role

neurotransmitters play in carbohydrate consumption. Using CPA
metholdolgy researchers have determined that the synthesis
and release of brain serotonin are dependent on the relative
proportions of carbohydrate and protein consumed in the

previous meal (also see Rozin, 1968). Her data suggests that
the need to snack on carbohydrate and the consumption of

carbohydrate and protein at meas may be motivated by
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di-f-ferent regulatory mechanisms. It is possible that that the

consumption of a certain proportion of carbohydrate to
protein at meals involves a regulatory mechanism concerned
Mith maintaining adequate nutrient intake, while the craving
for carbohydrate snacks (unaccompanied by protein) in the

later part of the day, reflects the brain's need for
serotonin and is unrelated to the body's nutritional needs.
These data have'significant implications for the treatment of
the carbohydrate-craving obese patient. If carbohydate

consumption has the ability to increase brain serotonin
synthesis (as do most antidepressant drugs) then the
overconsumption of carbohydrates may reflect a
pharmacological need rather than an indiscriminate desire to
consume calories and would require modification of the
dietary regimes currently used to treat such patients.
Chambers (1985) presentation focused on hormones as
modulators of avoidance learning, using sexual dimorphism as

an index of these influences. She suggests that since it has
been amply demonstrated that female rats learn CPA's at the
same rate as males (and

testosterone treated females) but

"unlearn" these responses faster (showing more rapid
extinction and stronger preexposure effects), that the effect
of testosterone is to delay learning about the non-negative
consequences of comsumption.
Kiefer's (1985) paper detailes what is known about the
neural mediation of CPA's, and emphasizes the need for

caution when interpreting results across experiments using
different stimuli. The neural

mediation of a stimulus with an

odor and the mediation of a stimulus with only a taste

component may represent -functionally di-fferent processes and
cannot be directly compared.

The -final speaker in this section was Frank <1985) who

examined the sensory physiology p-f taste and smel 1

discrimination using CFA methodologies. CFA's have been used
as an index o-f the discriminibi 1 ity of odors and tastes in
animals, and ar^e considered to be a more efficient means of

establishing such capacities than previous methods used in
human psychophysics with their reliance on language. She
warns, hc»«iever, that identification of the chemosensOry

systems involved in a discrimination and the system^s methods

of processing neural information require parallel
physiological experimentation.
The third section of the conference was concerned wi th
"Ccmtoarative Aooroaches to Learnino. Foraoino. and

Toxiphobia", and was chaired by George Col 1ier. The papers
presented in this section represent workers in the newl

emerging field of "behavioral ecology", a field stimulated by
theories of evolution, who are more concerned with questions
of function rather than mechanism.

Brohstein <1985) analyzes the functional significance

of the display behavior of Siamese fighting fish <Betta

splendens).

illustrating the many ways fixed action

behaviors can be misinterpreted. In his role as a comparative
psychologist, Bronstein finds fault with the "behaviorist
program" for emitting from thier models predictions about the

behavioral adjustment that may occur as animals shift amongst
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various habitats and circumstances.

Brewer and Fink <1985) present ethological and
experimental data in an attempt to distinguish between CPA's

and other associative and non-associative mechanisms that may
account for discriminative food selection. Their data show
that both conditioned and unconditioned taste aversions can

be demonstrated in insectivorous birds. The rejection of

noxious prey by-'-the Mexican oriole can take place at four
different and distinct levels; 1) visual 2) non-destructive
taste sampling 3) destructive taste sampling, and 4)
post-ingestional physiological rejection (CPA's). They review
instances of the social transmission of preferences and
aversions <Galef, 1977; 1985; Bond, 1982), neophobia (Domjan,
1977), and obsevational learning (Mason 4c Reidinger, 1982)
within a cost/benefit model. They emphasize that the extent
to which these aversions are learned, and/or species specific
remains to be determined.

Shettleworth's paper (1985) examines strategies that
animals use when storing, and later retrieving resources.

Clearly these are examples of a form of learning with an
adaptive function in the natural environment.

For some birds

this is a short term, daily task, and for others it is a
seasonal task, in either case this type of learning is
different from conventional models. There is no obvious

reinforcer, a very long delay between cause and effect, no
simple association between stimuli, and no extinction (even
when

the cached food is removed).

Galef's paper (1985) focuses on the social transmission
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o-f CFA's. In rats, when one observes what another ingests, it
develops a preference for that food. It appears that the

first rat acts as a passive transmitter of information; since

neither the consequences of eating that food, the location,

availability, or palatability is transferred. In other words,
rats eat what other rats have eaten before them, according to
Galef, preferences can be transferred, but not aversions.
Birds, however CHason tc Reidinger, 1982), will avoid a food
that they have seen make a conspecific sick, and the the

honey bee's dance is an example (von Frisch, 1962) from a
species that transmits information about the location of food

sources. Nith a functionalists view, the phenomenon of social

trasmission appears to Galef to be a "prewired" phylogenetic
mechanism that probably improves foraging efficiency.
Rozin and Zellner (1985) presented a paper on the role
of Pavlovian conditioning in the acquisition of food "likes
and dislikes" in humans. They point out that our
relationships with foods are dominated by affective
responses, and suggest that these "likes and dislikes" are to

a large degree conditioned. This model implies that due to

conditoning the hedonic value of the food is changed. Rozin
(1984) further claims that only nausea will produce such a

hedonic shift, the pain and discomfort of say, hives, will
cause a person to avoid the suspect food (I can't eat shrimp,
they make me break out) while nausea will change it's value
(I hate shrimp, they make me sick).
The fourth section of the conference was concerned with
"Pharmacological and Toxicolooical Assesments Usino
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Condi tiohed Food Aversion Methodolbov". and was chaired by
Shepard Siegel <1985). The reseapchers who participated in

this sectipn are intere'sted in determining the relationships

mnfong 1 earning, immundl ogy, toxiGbl ogy ahd pha:rmaco1 ogy.
Gamzu, Mincent and Bof-f X 1985) intrbduce the

pharmacblogists perspective of the CFA paradigm, and argue
that until psychologists more precisely define the "stimulus"

i n taste aversion research, phamacological insigh t into the
mechanisms responsible for CFA's is an unreasonable

expectationi. BeCause such a wide variety of drugs can be used
to produce a CFA> these researchers feel that psycholOgical

and behavioral measures of aversions will not help to clarify
the specific nature^^ b^^^ the CFA producing eveht since i t has
been demonstrated that drug doses too 1ow to produce sickness

can be used to condition a CFA^i Instead, they suggest that
insofar as the CFA methodology is used to understand the

pharmacpl ogical mechanisms of drugs^^ and not to investigate
psychological mechanisms with their implications Of "hedonic
shifts" and "aversions", they are successful.

Revusky's <1985) research deals with drug-drug
associations. He is interested in developing a more efficient

chemical treatment for alcohplii^, and was attempting to
induce drug-state aversionS. Usi n^ a second-prder

conditiohing paradi^ he paired one drug (the CS drug) with
lithium <the UCS drug), and then paired saccharin with the

first drug. He expected that the drug-drug assbciations would
result ip the CS drug acquiring the aversiveness of the UCS

drug. To his surprise, rather than the subjects acquiring a
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saccharin aversion due to the pairing o-f saccharin with the

CS drug, he -found that the CS-UCS pairing attenuated the
ability of the CS drug to condition an aversion to saccarin.

Revusky called this the "Avfail" phenomenon, and he and his

colleagues conclude that the relevant effect of drug-drug
associations is to condition an anti-sickness response in
which the CS drug comes to elicit a conditioned response that
counteracts the LiCl induced illness. These results are in

line with the findings of Siegel <1976) who found

ccmpensatory physiological responses in response to drug

administration stimuli. Recently, Sreeley, Le, Poulos&

Cappel1 <1985) have published data in which the drug-drug
association consisted of different doses of ethanol. A small

dose of ethanol (CS) signaled a large dose <UCS)} tolerance
to the effects of the large dose only occured when it was

proceeded by the small dose. Additionally the small dose

elicited an ethanol-compensatory response (hypothermia), a
response opposite to the unconditioned response to a large

dose of ethanol. In other words the ethanol-ethanol pairings
attenuated the effect of the UCS (the second larger dose).
These findings are similiar to Revusky's anti-sickness
response in which the LiCl aversion was weakened by previous
pairings with with another drug. The study of such drug-drug

associations should help to shed light on both CFA''s and drug
tolerance.

Riley and Tuck (1985b) review the literature dealing
with the mechanisms responsible for the different types of

responses that occur to different chemical agents paired with
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flavors. The fact that a variety of drugs will cause an

animal to avoid the flavor previously paired with it does not

preclude the possiblity that separate mechanisms may mediate
the avoidances. For examplej while both LiCI and amphetamine

produce similiar

decreases in consumption when paired with a

sweet flavor, only the LiCl treated rats respond with chin

rubbing and gaping (Parker, Hills ie Jenkins 1984, Lett, 1985).
The addition of mfasures other than ingestion measures, as

suggested earlier by Grill (1985), could help to distinguish
between such mechanisms. Additionally, it was thought that

since many different chemical agents can produce a CFA, CFA
methodology might be useful as an assay of drug toxicity.

Riley and Tuck warn, however, that some non-toxic agents are
effective in establishing CFA's ("false alarms") while some

toxic agents are not ("misses"). These exceptions are
admittably rare and newer behavioral measures may provide
insight into these differences.

Ader's paper (1985) is concerned with "Conditioned Taste
Aversions and Immunopharmacology". He presented data which
demonstrates the role of conditioning in the modulation of

immunities. It has long been known that classical

conditioning plays a role in the effects of, and tolerace to,

opiates and other addictive drugs (Hinson

Siegel, 1982,

Solomon, 1977), however it has been assumed that the
immunosystem is independent of the central nervous system,

and consequently not modifiable by classical conditioning.
The role a flavor can come to serve as a conditioned cue for

ifTwnunosuppressive activity was discoved serendipi tousl y, and
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his observations have been integrated into current theories

o-f drug acftninistration and placebo research. He suggests that
in certain drug-treatment regimes, it may be therapeutical1y
usetull to use a partial rein-forcement schedule, giving

occasional placebo drug administrations which would alow a
lower cuiwnulative drug dose.
The final section of the con-ference dealt with the
"AoPlication of Conditioned food Aversion MethodoloQy", and

was chaired by James Smith <1985). The papers presented in
this section represent the practical implementation of much
of the research cited above.

Logue <1985) presented a detailed analysis of CFA's in
normal humans, and ccmipared them with those found in the

laboratory. She found -fbod ave-rsions in normal humans to be
subject to the same "laws" as those found in the laboratory;
aversions occured over long delays, -familiarity with the food

attenuated aversions, more intense illness produced stronger
aversions, aversions generalized to simi1iar f1avors, and
backward conditioning was found not to occur. Because of
ethical considerations these data were col 1ected by

interviews and retrosective quesfionaires (camplete with the
limitations such reports are kncMMn to have). She provides a
detailed analysis Of hw CPA's are formed in humans, with an

eye toward treatment -for alcholism, eating disorders, and the
anorexia caused by cancer ch«notherapy.

Kulkosky <1985) makes a distinction between CPA's and

satiety signals, both of which produce decreased intake of
toods. He proposes that certain neuropeptides <eg.
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choTecystokinin or bombesin) function not as unconditoned
stimuli, but as satiety signals. His hope is that the
understanding of such signals will help to advance the
treatment of intake-related disorders by promoting an

understand of the the signals that normal Iy Iimi t cal oric

intake, including the ingestion of ethanol. The suggestion is
that with the appropriate application of food aversion

methodologies, the Cnon-invasive) manipulation of these
satiety signals at suitable times* and in the proper
intensities, may provide effective new techniques with which
to deal with intake related disorders.
Gustavson and Gustavson <1985) address the topic of

predation control using CPA methodology. Researchers in this
field are concerned with the transfer of CPA paradi^s from

the laboratory into the natural environment with the
i ntention of controlIing wiIdlife damage to human resources

(see al so El I ins, Thompson

Swanson, 1983; El I ins, 1985;

El I ins & Mar ti n, 1981; Gustavson, Garci a, Hanki ns

Rusiniak,

l974). In spite of the many similarities between CPA's in and
out of the experimental situation, there are many unkntwMn
factors involved in conditioning a taste aversion in the more

ccHnpl ex natural environment. Gustavson it Gustavson cal I for

CPA experiments that "include controlled complexity and not
limited to the simplicity of investigations using Isolated
individuals, in isolated cages, where one or two foods are

presented serially or concurrently on a daily basis".
Unfortunately, such ccmplexity, while desirable on one hand,

makes precise observations and definite conclusions difficult
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at best.

Nathan <1985) hepor ted on the use of chemicaI aversion

treatment for al cholic patients. He ccWpai

e

use of Li Cl to ear 1ier ayersive tre4tmen ts sueh as

"electrical" treatinentsj bther haiuse^~inducih9 drugs ^eg.

emetine); and drugs such jas chloride dehydrate (a drug tha
produces reSpiratory paralysis) that have been used by those

^ho treat alcoholism with aversive techniques. Nathan reviews
the successes and failures qfCFA therapy in ap attempt to

separate the the role that the Conditioned aversion may play
from the extra-therapeutic variables that together determine
the value and longevity of such procedures.
Bernstein's <1985) presentation was concerned with GFA's
in the treatment of cahcer. She points out that while it is
often assumed that it is chemotherapy, with its resultani:

nausea, that conditions the food aversions so Often observed
in cancer patients, the physiolOgical s.ymptpms of the disease

may act as a power-Ful unCohditioned Stimul i. Research on
CF^'s may pr'oyide a means of separating these twO influences,
and, hopefully suggest techniques to counteract either, or
bothj prbcesSM^ Unlike

applied uses of CFA methodolpgy,

the clinical bbjective wi th these patients is to counteract,
■eqt ;insti tUte,^v'CF^'sv^;
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